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States Congress and signed by U.S. President George W. Bush on November 7, 2006, as a part of
the Help America Vote Act of 2002. The act was passed in response to the controversy surrounding

the voting in the 2000 presidential election in Florida. The law was the first to give the state the
power to enforce elections using electronic voting machines. The Michigan Legislature enacted a

similar law, called the Michigan Electronic Voting Act, in 2005. The act was named as such
because, to prevent those who would potentially interfere with an election from seeing who voted,
the law directed that each voting station be kept under the exclusive jurisdiction and control of a
single county or municipal election board. The Federal government amended the law in 2008 as
part of the HAVA bill, however, it was intended as a temporary measure. The 2008 amendment
was seen as an effort to hasten the adoption of secure, accurate and verifiable voting procedures

and electoral systems
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during a foreign ministers meeting in Bonn, Germany, on June 3, 2015. 2016-07-07T23:28:15.000Z
While the deal to exchange Iran's nuclear programme for a lifting of economic sanctions has not yet
been fully implemented, Iran's foreign minister has indicated that relief from sanctions could boost

its economy. Iran has signed the deal which has been brokered by the country's main negotiating
partner, the US, and its allies in the five permanent members of the UN Security Council, plus

Germany. The international agreement was agreed in July and follows eight days of intense
negotiations. The deal was reached after a July 14 deadline to conclude a "comprehensive deal" on
Iran's nuclear programme. The deal grants Iran relief from some economic sanctions in exchange

for significantly scaling back its nuclear programme. Speaking at a news conference with his Israeli
counterpart, Israeli Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberman, Zarif said the deal had not yet been

implemented because Iran must address all of the programme's elements. Zarif also said that the
programme had not yet been "idea-dead," and stressed that the lifting of sanctions has not

weakened Iran's standing in the world and will boost its economy. "The day that this deal is
implemented, there will be a reduction, let's say, maybe 50% in some oil sales to Europe, and that

would be a major benefit to the Iranians, because this would reduce the 3da54e8ca3
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